Background
GridPP is a collaboration of particle GridPP is a collaboration of particle physicists and computer scientists from the UK and CERN. The collaboration is building a collaboration is building a distributed computing Grid across the UK for particle physicists. At the moment there is a working the moment there is a working particle physics Grid across 17 UK institutions. A primary driver of this work is meeting the needs of work is meeting the needs of WLCG. 
The GridPP2 project map shows the many areas of recent involvement

GridPP is keeping a close watch on site availability/stability
Site A • Tier-2 sites working well together -technical cooperation g g p • Most Tier-2 storage is RAID5. RAM 1GB-8GB per node.
UK average (reveals non-site
• Some large shared (HPC) resources yet to join. HEP influence large • Widespread install: Kickstart -local scripts -YAIM + tarball WNs. Cfengine use increasing.
• Concern about lack of full testing prior to use in production PPS role • Concern about lack of full testing prior to use in production -PPS role 
18
Removing inefficient jobs
Some (example) problems sites face
• Incomplete software installation • Slow user response • Disks fail or SE decommissioned -how to contact users • /tmp full with >50GB log files of an ATLAS user. Crippled worker node.
• Jobs fill Storage (no quotas) -> site fails Site Availability (rm). Site blacklisted.
• 1790 gatekeeper processes running as the user alice001 -but we have no ALICE jobs running. 1790 gatekeeper processes running as the user alice001 but we have no ALICE jobs running.
• Confusion over queue setups for prioritisation • Job connections left open with considerable consumption of cpu and network resources.
• ATLAS ACL change caused a lot of confusion. Dates and requirements changed and the script for sites (made available without the source) had bugs which caused concern.
Very hard for sites to know if jobs are running successfully There is a massive amount of wasted CPU time with job • Very hard for sites to know if jobs are running successfully. There is a massive amount of wasted CPU time with job resubmission (often automated) • Knowing when to worry if no jobs are seen • Lack of sufficient information in tickets created by users (leads to problems assigning tickets and increased time resolving them) • Slow or no response to site follow up questions • Problem raised in multiple ways possible confusion about whether something is still a problem CPU storm -gatekeeper processes stall -no jobs submitted. User banned.
